
100 Beige can be beautiful!
Stylist Tim Neve proves it with a low-cost makeover of his beachside apartment

110 Design before you buy
See how a top interiors fi rm designed some off-the-plan apartments 

116 Sofa workshop
Don’t go shopping for your sofa without reading this fi rst

Beige on a budget
An all-neutral palette 
combined with a clever 
use of accessories 
and bargain buys has 
transformed Tim Neve’s 
budget apartment into 
a beautiful beachy home. 
Turn the page to fi nd 
out how he did it. 
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CREATIVE SOLUTIONS. BE YOUR OWN INTERIOR STYLIST

room by room



Stylist Tim Neve used an all-neutral palette to transform his rundown apartment into 
a stylish & sophisticated space. Want to get the look at your place? Read on
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Natural inspiration
Tim used everyday items 
and nature to develop 
the neutral palette for his 
new-look apartment. He was 
inspired by the textures and 
shades of bleached driftwood, 
shells, vintage papers and fabrics. 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT 
Shipping tags from newsagent. 
Driftwood from beach. Moleskine 
notebook in Kraft, $17.95, NoteMaker. 
Pencil, $16 for 4, Paper Boat Press. 
Selection of fabric swatches from 
No Chintz. BACKGROUND Que dining 
table in Light Oak, from $1699, Freedom.

before
BEFORE: dark & dreary

The “unfashionably retro” shagpile carpet 

and the brown fl oral wallpaper were the fi rst 

items on Tim Neve’s list of things to go.

makeover for under $1000

Get beige
RIGHT!
Get beige
RIGHT!
Get beige
RIGHT!
Get beigeHOW TO

DECORATE 

WITH BEIGE
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Pick your palette
Load up on paint swatches 
and stick them on the walls 
in each room to see which 
shades work best. “Watch 

how the natural daylight and 
artifi cial night light affects 

the colours,” Tim says. 

PAINT SWATCHES 
(All prices are for 4 litres 

of low-sheen acrylic) 
A Bristol Café, $69.59.
B Wattyl Wheatfi elds, 

$80.79, Paint Place. C Dulux 
Claypipe, $92.86. D Dulux 

Christobel, $63.90. 
E Porter’s Paints Husk, 
$81.60. F Wattyl Putty, 

$80.79, Paint Place. Wall 
painted in Bristol 

Bassinet, $69.59. 

FURNITURE Tylösand 
sofa with Everöd Natural 

cover, $1999, Ikea. 
OTHER ITEMS Painter’s 
dropsheet, paintbrush 
and masking tape from 

hardware store. Brown 
paper bag from local deli. 

room by room
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Pure & simple  
A unified colour scheme looks stylish and feels relaxing, so keep to 

the neutral palette with every aspect of your home. “I fell in love 
with a shade that appears like a driftwood or taupe tone and then 

chose fabrics and homewares to complement this,” Tim says.  
FABRICS Linen fabric remnant in Off-white  

(shown under paint lid) from Spotlight. Multi cloth  
in Medium Natural (under brush), $9, Beclau.  

PAINTS Wattyl Interior Design i.d low-sheen acrylic in 
Monterey White (shown on paint lid), $27.78 for 1 litre, 

Paint Place. BACKGROUND Cardboard box.  
For stockists, see page 222.

BEFORE: living room walls 

“A dark colour hides a multitude of  

sins,” Tim says. “My walls were in  
need of major repatching so  

I chose a deep neutral shade to  
help conceal the blemishes.”

THE BEAUTIFUL beachfront 
location in Newcastle’s Bar Beach 
(NSW), attracted hordes of people 
to the open inspection of this Art 
Deco one-bedroom apartment. 
“But everyone made a swift exit 
as soon as they saw the condition 
of the interior,” Tim Neve recalls. 
That’s everyone except Tim: as  
a stylist, he instantly saw potential 
in the neglected space. 

NEUTRAL
territory
Tim wanted to put his own stamp 
on the rental apartment, but as  
a tenant it was a case of maximum 
style on minimum spend (see 
Tim’s spend sheet, below left).  
His plan of action? An all-neutral 
colour scheme. “A palette of 
beige, taupes and white creates  
a smart and simple decor that’s 
timeless and also inexpensive to 
update,” Tim says. This chosen 
colour palette also meant his 
landlord had no objections to  
the revamp. Here, Tim reveals 
how he used a neutral palette to 
create a stylish sanctuary that’s 
anything but bland or boring.  

CREATE
contrast
A good way to bring interest to  
a neutral interior is to introduce 
accent colours and tonal 
contrast. Tim chose a taupe 
shade (Taubmans “Buff Tone”)  
for his “background” neutral – the 
walls – and used a half-strength 
of the same shade as an accent 
for the skirtings. He then painted 
the doors, window frames and 
architraves a pure white so they’d 
pop against the warmer tones. 
Decorating tip Keep the 
contrast subtle or create greater 
impact with shades that are 
further apart on the colour chart. 
You could use a third tone to 
highlight architectural features  
like an alcove or stone fireplace. 

budget breakdown |  
Tim’s spend sheet for the renovation 
Paint, brushes, rollers $120 
“I was lucky to get away with just one coat of paint”
Homewares/accessories $360 
“My splurge to freshen the look”
Furniture  $200 
“I only needed to buy updater items” 
Lighting $300 
“Cost-effective pendants and DIY drop cords” 
Labour/trade $0

GRAND TOTAL $980
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AFTER: natural living
To create the relaxed ambience of a rustic-style beach house, Tim 

used white and warm-toned neutrals combined with natural fi bres in 
accessories, sun-bleached fi nishes and exposed raw timber fl oorboards. 
The muted palette makes the space feel light and airy. “Layers of interest 
can be created in neutral tones by using tactile fabrics that contrast and 

mingle against each other such as cushions and throws,” Tim says. 

make
Floor seat
Vintage hessian sacking wrapped around 
a pillow can create comfy, beachy-style 
seating. For a similar banana leaf 
ottoman (underneath pillow), try 
the Alseda stool, $59, Ikea.

room by room

Tim’s best buys
Rug Madras, $69.95, Freedom. “Defi nitely my best buy! It’s 
a great size with a solid weave – perfect for a beachy vibe.”

Pendant (in sunroom) Leran, $99, Ikea. “My statement piece.”
Breakfast table “This Ikea tabletop is a few years old but I updated it 

with new Vika Oleby legs – a bargain buy at $12 each from Ikea.”
Lounge & one-seater “Bought from a second-hand store a few 

years ago. The white leather is timeless – it still looks fresh and modern.”

just $30 from 
Target!
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KITCHEN
update
In his kitchen, Tim gave the old 
benchtops a new lease of life by 
simply covering the existing faded 
pink laminate with a durable 
woodgrain contact paper 
that cost just $40 ($8 a metre; 
crockerspaint.com). The plain 
white units have undergone a 
quick revamp with new untreated 
pine handles. Tim combined 
contemporary white porcelain 
pieces with wooden items to 
give the space a modern country/
coastal feel. And by painting the 
white wall a warmer-toned, 
darker neutral (Taubmans 
“Buff Tone”), the kitchen area 
has gone from cold to cosy.   
Decorating tip The timber 
adds warmth, but swap those 
woody features for stainless 
steel, and the beige wall to 
a more grey-toned neutral, 
and this kitchen would be taken 
from country to contemporary 
with a slightly industrial edge.    

INTRODUCE
accessories
To prevent his neutral decor from 
looking bland and “samey” Tim 
added interest through affordable 
accessories. “Keeping to the 
neutral palette, I chose pieces 
that would make bold statements 
without overpowering the space,” 
he says. Large textured 
pendants of different sizes, 
beautiful tone-on-tone 
patterns in fabrics and artworks, 
small vignettes of vintage 
papers, linens, ceramics and 
feathers, and natural materials 
with contrasting textures 
all add interest and depth. 
Decorating tip “Try to make 
sure your home doesn’t look 
like it came straight out of 
a catalogue,” Tim says. “Mix 
new-season pieces with vintage 
items to give the space a sense 
of history and heart.” 

Touch of texture (above)
By adding texture and warmth through the 

tablerunner and screenprinted linen artwork (from 
retrohomefabrics.com.au), Tim has taken the 

all-white dining room from safe to stylish.

White works (right)
Plain white porcelain with an “organic” quality 

complements the muted tones of a neutral decor. 
“This bowl cost just $30 from Target,” Tim says.

AFTER: wood on white
Elements of woodgrain in servingware and 
accessories balance the off-white kitchen. 
“Displaying these items on open shelves 
is functional but also adds a sense of life 
and activity to the space,” Tim says.

before
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10 “green” bottles…
REUSE Old jars and bottles rescued 
from the recycling bin. Bottles painted in 
White Knight spray-paint in White, 
Cherry Red and Bermuda Blue, each 
$7.76 a can, Bunnings. Vintage mangle 
cloth (as table runner), $20 from market. 
THE REST Dancing lady orchid stems 
picked from garden. Java solid elm 
dining table, $1099, Freedom. Internal 
wall panelling and paint, as before. 

make
A vignette 

display
Spray-paint a 

collection of old 
bottles and jars

AFTER: subtle statements
Organic-shaped vessels like vases and pottery, and 
organic materials such as wood, fabric and stone, 
add artistic fl air, depth and character in natural tones, 
Tim says. “Borrow from your surroundings, become 
a bowerbird and collect original pieces to constantly 
arrange still-life ‘narratives’ in your home,” he adds.

natural woodgrain 
adds texture 

& visual interest

room by room

Tim’s fave feature
Flooring “I pulled up the old 
carpet to reveal orignal timber 

fl oorboards. They’re patchy 
and rustically unvarnished – 

but they add a whole beach-
house feel that you couldn’t 

achieve if you tried.” 
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earthy accessories   
  echo colour theme 

AFTER: calm & coordinated
Tim removed the mirrored door of the wall cabinet to expose 

open shelves – a clever way to showcase well-chosen 
accessories that complement the neutral scheme. “I love the 

simple brown Aesop bottles on display,” he says. “Hide any 
messy shampoo bottles in a cupboard underneath the sink.”

AFTER: calm & coordinated
o expose 

before

Tim’s best buys
Stool Benjamin stool, $34.99, 

Ikea. “Affordable, functional 
and it suits the scheme.”

Flooring “The original tiling 
was revitalised with a coat of 
White Knight Tile Paint, $45.”
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BEAUTIFY
the bathroom
A plain white bathroom suite is a 
decorator’s dream: it looks clean, 
doesn’t date and is the perfect 
blank canvas to add layers. Tim 
created a serene, boutique-style 
bathroom by adding texture 
and warmth through affordable 
accessories: beige towels, wood 
handles on the sink unit and 
a simple twig feature; the sisal 
mat and natural birch stool help 
ground the newly painted fl oor.

Decorating tip To modernise 
the toilet, Tim gave the cistern a 
spray of white enamel paint and 
updated the old black seat. You 
could opt for a wood seat in the 
same tone as the other timber 
fi nishes to add extra warmth. 

DECORATE 
the bedroom 
The calming shades of a neutral 
palette work brilliantly in the 
bedroom, but to prevent the 

room from looking cold, mix 
in different neutrals and 
textures. Tim introduced 
a subtle putty hue with the small 
bobbled cushion and added 
a different texture through the 
pintuck pattern of the bedlinen.
Decorating tip Bold, bright 
colours in a neutral home will 
instantly become the focal point 
so choose accessories carefully. 
A bright red cushion, vivid artwork, 
or even a vase of pink tulips will 
instantly become the “statement”. 

AFTER: serene sanctuary
Textured bedcovers and cushions are 

essential to add oomph to a neutral 
decor. Keeping the drapes pale and 

sheer allows for lots of natural light to 
fi lter through, which gives Tim’s 
bedroom a soft, tranquil quality.

right red cushion, vivid artwork, 

”.

AFTER: serene sanctuary
Textured bedcovers and cushions are 

essential to add oomph to a neutral 

before

artwork pattern  
reflected in the bedcover  

Tim’s best buys
Curtains “Handmade using unbleached calico 
from Spotlight. Just $30 for the lot!”
Pendant “I added texture by covering the $50 
pendant with handmade paper from Eckersleys.”
Bedside lamp “About $30 from Target. I love 
its simple, Scandinavian style.”
Timneve.com; (02) 4929 4407

room by room
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